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The Deep Entertainment Family Mourns the Loss of Michael Jackson

Source: Nicole Murray, Deep Entertainment PR

Dated: Jun. 29, 2009

Statements of grief from the entertainment industry.

HOUSTON -- The Deep Entertainment family is saddened by the untimely death of Michael Jackson.  He
leaves an incomparable legacy and a pair of shoes that no one will ever be able to fill.  Michael Jackson is
truly a legend whose name will live on forever through his music and his tireless humanitarian
contributions.

“His music is affecting each one of us daily. The good always die young”
Harald Blakeslee, Managing Director

“Recognize, Appreciate and enjoy the people around you TODAY.
TOMORROW may be too late.  R.I.P. Michael Jackson”
Shila Mitra, Vice President

“We were all deeply saddened by the tragic news of Michael's passing. We have either lived watching
Michael Jackson grow up or have grown up with him. Yesterday, the world lost one of the greatest pop
icons and entertainers of our generation, THE KING OF POP, but his music will live on forever!”
Lauren Weiner, Executive Assistant to Harald Blakeslee

“A life to be celebrated. An entertainer never forgotten. His existence that he created in all cultures lives
on!” Chris Thomas, Director of Videography

“One of the greatest entertainers of our time, and the new generation as well. Michael Jackson was one of
the most well known artists in any country. You will be missed. R.I.P Michael Jackson.” Lacy, Director of
Promotions

"I am a fan of the King of POP. He paved the way on so many levels of the
ENTERTAINMENT biz, which it is silly to even try to figure it all out. He did
it all. ALL!!! Yes, I had a "Beat it" jacket!!!!!"Derrick Diggs, Director of A & R/Project Manager

"Michael Jackson's accomplished so much... The world has lost one of
the greatest entertainers who shaped many generations and will
continue to for years to come."Charles Mazoch, Director of Marketing & Promotions
"Wow, this is crazy.  Of course, the natural flow of life is that everyone will eventually move into the next
realm but death is always shocking, it always hurts the ones who are left behind to mourn.  I trust that God's
peace will flood the hearts of Michael Jackson's children and extended family and that all the expressions of
love and honor for his memory that will surely come all the far corners of the world in memory of this one
of a kind musician and humanitarian will serve as a source of comfort to them."  
Nicole Murray, Director of Public Relations

‘I am still in shock, but not only of his passing.  I am still in awe that in just 50 years one man could make
such an intense contribution to society .  Michael Jackson is a historical figure whose legacy shall have a 
perpetual effect on our world.”        Roxell Richards, Attorney at Law
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“We lost real life music.  God bless MJ and his family.  “Lady of My Life” is one of the greatest songs on
the planet.  Goodnight to my big bro, tell my Sister I love her!!”                                               Mannie Fresh,
Multi-Platinum Producer

“I remember my papa bought me the red jacket one Christmas and I actually put the picture on the inside of
my album.  Michael Jackson and James Brown was the best.”       Lil’ Flip, Multi-Platinum Producer

“He will be greatly missed. He definitely left his mark on the music industry. Popular music would not be
the same without him.”
Oscar, Engineer/Producer

“This is a sad loss to the musical community. He was such a genuine talent. The king of pop will surely be
missed, but his music will live on through us forever!”
Marzi, Producer/Musician

“He was a really good entertainer.”          Joe Traxx, Multi Platinum Producer

“I’ve been a huge fan of Jackson’s work ever since the day I turned on a television and watched the Thriller
music video. He was an icon in the world of music and definitely was the undisputed King of Pop. No one
will be able to steal that title from him.”   Heath Vercher, Director of Copyright Research/Musician

“Mike was the best. I wouldn't know where to begin.”       DJ Wop

“This is definitely a terrible loss in these trying times, but it has absolutely been a blessing to have lived
through the Michael Jackson experience from the birth to the death. God bless his soul”                                
                                           Rasheed, Rapper

“Mike was my biggest inspiration. This is a horrible loss. He was a musical god to me. I’m going to buy all
his cds today!! When I was a kid I used to dress up like him in the mirror, white gloves and all, and dance
like him!! R.I.P Mike.”
Stevie Drumma, Rapper/Producer

“A huge loss to the music industry. He had a big influence on every aspect of the industry, down to Ne-Yo,
and Chris Brown. At one point in my life I thought he was a super hero. I never thought I would live to see
the day. It doesn’t even seem that people like him die. R.I.P Michael Jackson!”    The Show, Rapper

"Back when I was coming up, you weren't cool if you didn't have a red leather zipper jacket. I remember
rocking mine with pride. He might be gone but his music will last forever."                  Spark aka
SparkDawg, Rapper

Although it is impossible to duplicate a talent such as that of Michael Jackson, Deep Entertainment is
dedicated to honoring the memory of this prolific, multi-faceted musician by making great music and
creating opportunities for musicians to realize their dreams.

Deep Entertainment is a rising star among independent labels. Boasting the ability to pair creative,
outside-the-box distribution channels as well as the traditional methods of retail and digital release with a
full set of in house services including marketing, radio promotions and publicity, Deep Entertainment is
revolutionizing the way independent music is released and received by the market place. Because of it’s
ability to make music happen, Deep Entertainment is attracting the attention of many artists and has just
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signed recording contracts with multi-platinum selling rappers Ying Yang Twins, Lil’ Flip, and has become
home to Chubby Boy Records headed up by renowned producer, Mannie Fresh as he prepares to debut his
new artists, Tha Show and Stevie Drumma. Ever seeking to create opportunities for independent and
underground artists to find a home in the mainstream underground rapper, Rasheed has also been signed.
Deep also continues to develop relationships with gifted producers and is dedicating its efforts to
distributing the hottest new music on the scene.

# # #

Record label and distribution company. Focusing on wide distribution of music, audio books and
entertainment products.

--- End ---
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